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Motivation/Introduction
This paper aims to evaluate a historical precipitation events
forecasts based on three European reanalysis. Unlike archived

(I) Heavy precipitation events

weather analyses from operational forecasting systems, a reanalysis is produced with a single version of
a data assimilation system, including the forecast model used, and it is therefore not affected by
changes in method.

(II) Re-forecast of precipitation by COSMO model

• IC+LBC
• ERA-Interim [1]
• ERA 40 [2]
• ERA-20c [3]

• Hor. resolution 2.8 km
• Time step 20 s
• Param. of deep convection

• switched off

(III) Verification methods
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Standard Errors [6]

• Mean Error (forecast-measurement)
• Mean Absolute Error

Contingency table [6]

Skill Scores
• Probability Of Detection
• False Alarm Rate

(IV) Verification results

SAL – big bold markers are averages over each reanalysis. Stratiform and 
mixed cases are better than convective cases, ERA-Interim (o) is better than 
others for convective cases.

Verification Thresholds

• Fixed – 25mm/24h and varying – 0,75 x R*
• R* - 95th percentile of each grid with measured precipitation

25mm/24h 25mm/24h 25mm/24h

0.75 x R* 0.75 x R* 0.75 x R*

SS from Cont. Table – big bold markers are averages over each reanalysis, big 
black marker is an average over all forecast of each reanalysis. Stratiform and 
mixed cases are better than convective cases, almost zero differences among 
runs with different driving reanalysis.

(V) Results
Average precipitation (Mean Error) – forecasts based on ERA-20c „have a big 

spread“ – often closest to gauges and often farthest than other forecasts.
Mean Absolute Error – forecasts based on ERA-Interim better than others.
SS from Cont. Table – stratiform and mixed cases are better than convective.
FSS – forecasts based on ERA-20c worse than others especially for stratiform.
SAL – stratiform and mixed cases are better than convective cases, ERA-Interim 

better than others for convective cases.

Forecasts based on ERA-Interim are better than forecasts based
on ERA 40 and ERA-20c mainly in localization (L-component and
FSS)and also for convective cases. ERA-20c „have a big spread“ –
often closest and often farthest to gauges than other forecasts.
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